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	A Hologram for the King, 9781936365746 (193636574X), McSweeney's, 2012




	In a rising Saudi Arabian city, far from weary, recession-scarred America, a struggling businessman pursues a last-ditch attempt to stave off foreclosure, pay his daughter’s college tuition, and finally do something great. In A Hologram for the King, Dave Eggers takes us around the world to show how one man fights to hold himself and his splintering family together in the face of the global economy’s gale-force winds. This taut, richly layered, and elegiac novel is a powerful evocation of our contemporary moment — and a moving story of how we got here.
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SuperFractalsCambridge University Press, 2006
SuperFractals is the long-awaited successor to Fractals Everywhere, in which the power and beauty of Iterated Function Systems were introduced and applied to producing startling and original images that reflect complex structures found for example in nature. This provoked the question of whether there is a deeper connection between topology,...

		

Windows Azure Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Windows Azure is the Microsoft cloud computing platform that lets developers leverage its
		powerful, scalable, and fault-tolerant infrastructure to build successful applications.

	
		Windows Azure Step by Step provides an organized walkthrough of the Windows Azure
		platform and its related technologies. The text is...



		

The Power of Strategy Innovation: A New Way of Linking Creativity and Strategic Planning to Discover Great Business OpportunitiesAMACOM, 2003
We want you to use this book. Nothing would please us more than
knowing that leading-edge companies around the world are developing
their own Discovery processes for the pursuit of strategy innovation.

Strategy innovation is not a fad. It is not the latest managementprogram-
of-the-month. It is a process of exploring your...




	

What Can You Do with a Major in Business: Real people. Real jobs. Real rewardsCliffs Notes, 2005

	Your guide to glide from campus to career


	Make sure you get a good ROI (Return on Investment) from your college courses and career choices. Whether you're a student pounding the books or a graduate pounding the pavement, What Can You Do with a Major in Business? alerts you to diverse job options, some of which you probably...


		

MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-536): Microsoft® .NET Framework Application Development Foundation, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2008
Exam Prep Guide Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-536 and on the job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you ve learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and labs. This official Microsoft study guide is designed to...

		

2011 Social Media Directory: The Ultimate Guide to Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn ResourcesQue, 2010

	Quick access to today's top Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn resources - on business, entertainment, politics, health, sports, and much more! 

	
		A single, up-to-the-minute source for all the best new resources on today's top social networks
	
		More than 3,000 entries on...
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